[Primary cilia control different steps of brain development].
The role of primary cilia in adult neurons remains elusive, however their developmental functions during brain morphogenesis have been recently highlighted thanks to mouse models. Unmistakably, they are needed for Hedgehog (Hh)-dependent patterning in the forebrain. Not only for Hh reception itself, but most importantly for a downstream event in the Hh transduction pathway, independent of Hh ligand: the Gli3 processing. Indeed, phenotypes due to cilia disruption in the developing brain, such as early patterning, olfactory bulb or corpus callosum formation, can be rescued by reintroducing Gli3-R (the short truncated form of Gli3 working as a transcriptional repressor of Hh target gene). In addition, primary cilia control the proliferation rate in different neural progenitors in the cortex, the hippocampus and the cerebellum; they are required for proper migration of interneurons. And cilia dysfunction is correlated with hydrocephaly, synaptogenesis defects and aberrant axonal tract projections. Most of these neurodevelopmental defects can be related to the various neurological features frequently observed across the ciliopathy spectrum. And thus, understanding the underlying mechanisms of these diverse functions of primary cilia in the brain is a new fundamental challenge.